Bluestone Edge Strip  A130.06

DESIGN STATEMENT
The bluestone pitcher edge strip is a physical delineator between two different surfaces or two similar surfaces with different usages.

APPLICABLE LOCATION
The bluestone edge strip should be used in heritage areas to separate two different surfaces or two similar surfaces with different usages. It is also used to provide lateral support for an asphalt surface where the use of kerb is not suitable.

COUNCIL STANDARD DRAWING
SD 217 Bluestone pitcher edge strip

CROSS REFERENCE DOCUMENT
- Moreland Standard Specification Section 63 and 80.

STANDARD SPECIFICATION
Size: Standard size of the bluestone pitcher 150x200x300mm. Where required source appropriately sized recycled bluestone pitchers to match existing.
Mortar: Joints between bluestone pitchers in channel to be kept to a minimum (max 20mm), flush filled with mortar grout. Mortar mix: 1 part cement, 3 part sand, 1/8 part black iron oxide colouring.

SUPPLIER
N/A

MAINTENANCE
Street Cleansing Unit: Cleaning will be undertaken as per current schedule.
Open Space Maintenance Unit: To be weed sprayed as required as part of the maintenance routine.

GENERAL NOTES
1. Joints between bluestone pitchers to be 20mm wide nominal, flush filled with mortar grout.
A130.06  Bluestone Edge Strip

Blue stone pitch
average size 300x200x150

Pavement surface

20 MPa concrete bedding,
50mm minimum compacted depth

Size 20mm, 3% cement treated FCR
Class 3, 70mm compacted depth